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N2612-1 proposes to add a RAISED SQUARE and a RAISED SMALL DIAGONAL UPPER LEFT TO LOWER RIGHT symbol, used in New Testament editorial practice. In this usage, the square precedes an example and the diagonal \thus\. In Medieval Nordicist use, the diagonal is instead paired with a mirrored diagonal \thus\. This character should be added to the repertoire requested in N2612-1.

The repertoire requested is given here with proposed code positions:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{c}
\texttt{\textcopyright2E0B RAISED SQUARE}  \\
\texttt{\textbackslash2E0C RAISED SMALL DIAGONAL UPPER LEFT TO LOWER RIGHT}  \\
\texttt{\textbackslash2E0D RAISED SMALL DIAGONAL LOWER LEFT TO UPPER RIGHT} \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textbf{Examples}

\textbf{Figure 1.} From Andrea Van Arkel-De Leeuw van Weenen, 1987. \textit{M ðruvallab k AM} 132 Fol. Volume Two: Text. Leiden, New York, Æbenhavn, K In: E. J. Brill. Text from \textit{Laxd la Saga} showing the use of the two diagonals to indicate an insertion.